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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Personal FirewallsQue, 2001
The Absolute Beginner's Guide to Personal Firewalls is designed to provide simplified, yet thorough firewall information on the most prevalent personal firewall software applications available for the non expert firewall consumer.  In addition, it offers information and links to Web sites that will help you test your security after your personal...
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The Three Secrets of Wise Decision MakingSingle Reef, 2002
As the world has become more complex and information more abundant, decisions have become more difficult; as the pace of change and the range of choice have increased, decisions have to be made more often. Yet, most of us still make decisions with no more knowledge about decision processes than our ancestors had in a simpler age, hundreds of years...
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The Web and Parents: Are You Tech Savvy?Libraries Unlimited, 2009

	Are you a parent with kids in elementary, middle, or high school? This book is for you. You may feel that your children are experts on using the Web, technology wizards, computer geniuses. Please don’t despair. First of all, they are not necessarily all of these things simply because they may know more than you do about using the Web....
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Programming Microsoft ASP.NET 4Microsoft Press, 2011

	In the fall of 2004, at a popular software conference I realized how all major component
	vendors were advertising their ASP.NET products using a new word—Ajax. Only a few weeks
	later, a brand new module in my popular ASP.NET master class made its debut—using Ajax
	to improve the user experience. At its core, Ajax is a little...
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The Science of Hate: How prejudice becomes hate and what we can do to stop itFaber & Faber, 2021

	
		Why do people commit hate crimes? A world-leading criminologist explores the tipping point between prejudice and hate crime, analysing human behaviour across the globe and throughout history in this vital book.

		

		'Utterly brilliant . . . powerful . . . From personal histories to broader social...
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Digital Nature Photography and Adobe PhotoshopCourse Technology PTR, 2006
The digital nature photographer does more than just take pictures. He is part adventurer, part traveler, and part nature and wildlife observer - on top of being a skilled photographer. "Digital Nature Photography and Adobe® Photoshop®" addresses the unique challenges and needs of the digital nature photographer, combining an...
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Process Improvement with CMMI® v1.2 and ISO StandardsAuerbach Publications, 2008
In this age of globalization, process improvement practitioners must be able to comprehend and work with the different standards and frameworks used around the world. While many systems and software engineering organizations rely on a single standard as the primary driver of process improvement efforts (CMMI®-based process improvement in the...
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E-Librarian Service: User-Friendly Semantic Search in Digital Libraries (X.media.publishing)Springer, 2011

	The key to understanding the breathtaking development of mankind lies in the ability to objectify knowledge. Just like human knowledge has undergone changes, so have the libraries in their role as treasure chambers of said knowledge. With the advent of the digital age, traditional libraries were complemented by huge collections of digital...
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Marketing in the Age of Google: Your Online Strategy IS Your Business StrategyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Search has changed everything. Search has become woven into our everyday lives, and permeates offline as well as online activities.


	Every business should have a search strategy. How a business appears online can impact consumer influence as much as if not more than offline advertising like TV commercials. A business's...
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Black Hat: Misfits, Criminals, and Scammers in the Internet AgeApress, 2004

	Homes are becoming increasingly wired and, thanks to Wi-Fi, unwired. Hackers can strike quickly and create disastrous results! These stories and follow-ups are a fascinating insight into the modern threats we all face in the techno jungle. Written by internationally recognized author, John Biggs, this book is an ideal read...
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Consumer Behavior over the Life Course: Research Frontiers and New DirectionsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book examines consumer behavior using the “life course” paradigm, a multidisciplinary framework for studying people's lives, structural contexts, and social change. It contributes to marketing research by providing new insights into the study of consumer behavior and illustrating how to apply the life course...
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Maternal and Fetal Cardiovascular DiseaseSpringer, 2019

	
		This book provides an excellent review of the modern management of heart disease in pregnancy, introducing related state-of-the-art research.

	
		Maternal circulatory status dynamically changes throughout pregnancy and delivery. The number of pregnancies complicated by cardiovascular disease has increased in recent years due...
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